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Introduction
The passage of the planet close to the line of sight of the observer implies a luminosity variation of the source star in the image. This is a rare event; there are many difficulties due to the large amount of monitored luminous objects, corresponding to never realized CCD camera (256 Mpixels per image). A parallel system, distributed in the world is an effective solution. It can analyse data and pre-processed images in real time. From a conceptual point of view the steps to process the data may be summarized as follows: 1. Image data acquisition (CCD camera and grabber are realized ad hoc); 2. Technical Image Processing (pre-reduction for bias, dark, pixel to pixel variations, geometrical and photometric calibration); 3. First Trigger Level (selection of interesting luminosity variations trough a peak detection algorithm);
Conclusion
The architecture is a high tech challenge designed for very large machine vision and to process many Tbytes of data per day for new automated planet searches. This is performed with a network distributed parallel computing system. Most of the tools presented in this paper can be applied in other fields, where the image mining procedures are called for very large amount of data. The real time system is particularly useful to automatically select and to study light variation according to a fixed model. In terms of time load these procedures can produce results that can not reach with any other traditional approach. Moreover, thanks to the real time light curves monitoring and to the dispatcher implementation, the detection of short events and events with a huge main peak with a secondary one near the first (like in planetary system) become reachable. This is an other fundamental shoot of our system. Thanks to the presented system the Scientific Community can counts many interesting events, which are compatible with discovery of new planets outside the Solar System.
